
2016 Calendar

Screening 01: Friday, March 11, 5:30pm — 9:00pm 

Screening 02: Thursday, March 17, 7:30pm 

Screening 03: Tuesday, March 22, 7:30pm 

Screening 04: Thursday, March 24, 7:30pm

Screening 05: Thursday, March 31, 7:30pm 

Screening 06: Tuesday, April 5, 7:00pm*  

 @ The Woodward Theater 

Screening 07: Thursday, April 7, 7:30pm

Screening 08: Saturday, April 9, 11:00am — 1:00pm 

Screening 09: Tuesday, April 12, 7:30pm 

Screening 10: Thursday, April 14, 7:30pm 

Screening 11: Tuesday, April 19, 6:00pm — 9:00pm

Gallery open through April 22

All screenings are at The Carnegie unless noted.

The Carnegie, 1028 Scott Boulevard, Covington, Ky 41011

Ticket Info

All tickets are free and seats are first come first serve. 

Please arrive 45 minutes before each screening to enjoy 

beer from Ei8ht Ball Brewing, plus free popcorn and candy! 

Stay after each screening for a brief Q&A with attending 

curators and filmmakers.

The Mini Microcinema @ The Carnegie

March 11 – April 23, 2016

Sponsored by: John and Francie Williams

Thanks to our successful first season at People’s Liber-

ty, The Mini Microcinema is back and we are SO excited to 

partner with The Carnegie in Covington! Our mission is to 

exhibit/promote/celebrate experimental moving image work 

that breaks from standard cinematic convention. The Mini 

puts a spotlight on film/video/media made outside of main-

stream production and distribution systems. The work that 

we show breaks rules. It is challenging. It is eye-opening. 

And it is important! We value and support all voices and 

believe it is essential to celebrate all makers. The Mini’s 

second run consists of 11 new programs of work, including 

live cinema performances and a kid’s 16mm animation screen-

ing and workshop. We are also thrilled to expand our reach 

and fill the Carnegie Gallery with film and video installa-

tion work that explores the cinematic medium in new ways. 

It has been a joy to collaborate with new curators, film-

makers, and artists, from both near and far, and it is an 

honor to bring The Mini Microcinema to Northern Kentucky!  

 

–C. Jacqueline Wood, Director

Screening 01: Friday, March 11, 5:30pm — 9:00pm

Opening Night Reception + Performances

Artist Talk: 5:30pm

Roger Beebe: 7:00pm

Cartoon Research Lab: 8:00pm

Please join us for two opening night performances!

FILMS for ONE to EIGHT PROJECTORS (multi-projector experi-

ments by Roger Beebe)

Followed By: 

Cartoon Research Lab presents “Cartoons vs. Arists” Curat-

ed by Erin K. Drew

The Carnegie welcomes The Mini Microcinema with an open-

ing reception premiering the installation work of Alice 

Pixley Young, Francis Hollenkamp and Paul Karalambo, In-

termedio (Eric Blyth, Sam Ferris-Morris, Justin West), and 

Austin Radcliffe. We will also unveil our posters for the 

new season.

Filmmaker/curator/professor Roger Beebe visits the Mini 

with a program of his multiple-projector performances. The 

show features several of his best-known pieces including 

the six-projector show-stopping space jam “Last Light of 

a Dying Star” alongside his latest multi-projector may-

hem, “SOUNDFILM.” Roger Beebe will be followed by a special 

evening version of the Cartoon Research Laboratory (CRL), 

curated by Erin K. Drew. The CRL is an opportunity for 

scholars of the medium to study “classic” cartoons along-

side contemporary animation bearing its influence.  

In this edition, curator Erin K. Drew will be escorting 

viewers through mid-century depictions of artists in an-

imation. While beaux artists of the era were borrowing 

imagery from comics, cartoons and “low culture” forms, 

studio cartoons were generating portrayals of artists 

as swindlers, savages, and exotic, slovenly children... 

with undeniable allure.

Roger Beebe and Erin K. Drew in attendance!

Poster Art: Justin Lunsford

Flatscreen Art: Joseph and Ryan Morris

Screening 02: Thursday, March 17, 7:30pm

Latitude > Mexico

Erasure, capture, interruption

Curated by: Julian Etienne and Juan Pablo Gonzalez

Showing the work of: Natalia Almada, Francis Alÿs, Ximena 

Cuevas, Dalia Huerta Cano, Los Ingrávidos, Jorge Lorenzo, 

Genaro Rojas Ramírez, Elena Pardo, Melanie Smith, Bruno 

Varela

Latitude stands for a range of exposures and acceptable 

error, freedom of action and the parallels that map a ter-

ritory north and south of the equator. This program surveys 

experimental film and video from artists born or based in 

Mexico exploring the materiality of media, the social and 

political ramifications of precariousness, the obfuscation 

of memory and the evenness of urban landscapes. Different 

generations and artistic practices are convened to high-

light Mexico’s local and global audiovisual imbrications. 

TRT: 105 minutes

Julian Etienne in attendance!

Poster Art: Jonathan Medina

Flatscreen Art: Bert Marckwardt

Screening 03: Tuesday, March 22, 7:30pm

The Herstory of the Female Filmmaker (2009)

Kelly Gallagher 

Followed by: 

Free Radicals (2010)

Pip Chodorov

Set to a raucous Riot Grrrl soundtrack, Kelly Gallagh-

er’s animated documentary shares the *herstory* of some 

of motion picture’s greatest (and often overlooked) con-

tributors. The feature length documentary, Free Radicals, 

provides an introduction to one of the most important 

realms of filmmaking: avant-garde cinema. Free Radicals 

includes rare interviews with some of the most important 

filmmakers in the avant-garde tradition (including Jonas 

Mekas, Peter Kubelka, Stan Brakhage, and Hans Richter), 

and also includes several films in their entirety. The di-

rector, Pip Chodorov explains: “I wanted to share a few 

of the films I love and introduce you to some of the free, 

radical artists who made them.” C. Jacqueline Wood will 

also present a short talk titled: “What the hell is experi-

mental film?” TRT: 110 minutes

CARNEGIE
T H E

G A L L E R Y E D U C A T I O N T H E A T R E

More Info 

mini-cinema.org | jacqueline@mini-cinema.org

facebook.com/minimicrocinema | @minimicrocinema

Gallery Hours: Wednesday — Saturday, 12:00pm — 5:00pm. 

The gallery will also be open during screenings. For more 

information: thecarnegie.com

*Screening at The Woodward Theater, 1404 Main St., 

Cincinnati, Ohio 45202. woodwardtheater.com



Screening 05: Thursday, March 31, 7:30pm

Begin Anywhere

John Cage in Contemporary Film

Curated by: Calcagno Cullen

Showing the work of: Zen Cohen, Marc Governanti, Mark Har-

ris, Chris Reeves, Heather Phillipson

Experimental composer, theorist, and artist John Cage once 

stated “Everything you do is music, and everywhere is the 

best seat.” His legacy continues to influence generations 

of thinkers and artists as we contemplate the culture of 

chance and music through various cultural beliefs, values, 

and practices. This varied selection of films and per-

formance encompass a wide range of ‘Cagean’ practices and 

theories, some direct descendants of the late art icon and 

some with only a distant murmur of his widespread influ-

ence. John Cage’s print “Fontana Mix (Light Grey)” will also 

be on view during the show for context, courtesy of Carl 

Solway Gallery. This series is presented in conjunction 

with the exhibition “A Purposeless Play,” a two-person show 

between Guillermo Galindo and Mark Harris opening at Wave 

Pool April 1st, 2016. Please visit www.wavepoolgallery.org 

for more information. TRT: 90 minutes

Calcagno Cullen in attendance!

Poster Art: Mark Harris

Flatscreen Art: Steve Kemple

Screening 06: Tuesday, April 5th, 7:00pm

@ The Woodward Theater 1404 Main St, Cincinnati, OH 45202

Cincinnati Goddamn (2014)

April Martin and Paul Hill

The feature-length documentary, Cincinnati Goddamn, is 

about police brutality, anti-black racism, and the power 

of grassroots activism in Cincinnati, Ohio.  From 1995-

2001 there were fifteen black men killed by the Cincinnati 

police.  The film focuses on two of those murders, Rog-

er Owensby, Jr and Timothy Thomas. Martin Luther King said 

that “A riot is the cry of the unheard.”  Thomas’s death 

sparked three days of civil unrest and protests. This poi-

gnant and powerful story of injustice is told through news 

reports, first-person accounts and cinema verité footage of 

the surviving families’ long-suffering battle for justice. 

TRT: 105 Minutes

Doors open at 6:00.  

Please note, the theater can hold 250 people (150 seats and 

the rest standing room only).

 

April Martin and Paul Hill in attendance!

Additional support for The Mini provided by:

Center For Great Neighborhoods – Creative Community Grant, 

Ei8ht Ball Brewing, BLDG

Screening 08: Saturday, April 9, 11:00am — 1:00pm

Animation Party!

Kid’s 16mm Animation Workshop + Screening

Curated by: Kelly Gallagher

Come to The Mini Microcinema to watch some of cinema’s most 

creatively colorful and beautiful animations! Cameraless and-

direct animations (animated films made directly onto film 

celluloid!) will be screened. Filmmaker Kelly will then teach 

children how to make their own direct animation films! After 

coloring directly onto film strips, we’ll be able to watch 

our collectively made animated film on the big screen togeth-

er! All ages welcome! If you can color, you can animate!

Kelly Gallagher in attendance!

Poster Art: Peter Van Hyning

Screening 09: Tuesday, April 12, 7:30pm

C:/NKY>STAYFLY.exe

Curated by: Jesse Byerly

Showing the work of: Scott Beseler, Joe Iannopollo, JGray, 

Thaddeus Reid, JK Media Design, Keith Neltner, Marc Gov-

ernanti, Matthew Shackelford + Loraine Wible, Iman Jabrah, 

Numediacy, Caitlin Sparks, Madeline Walker, Jesse Byerly, 

Kurt Gohde + Kremena Todorova

C:/NKY>STAYFLY.exe is a night dedicated to work creat-

ed by experimental filmmakers who live or work in Northern 

Kentucky. Pseudo-documentaries, handmade music videos, 

mind-bending animations – they’re all there (as you ex-

pected they would be.) Each piece is generally 10 minutes 

or less, so you’ll be able to fit a lot on your metaphori-

cal experimental-film-viewing buffet plate. Come hungry for 

artistic excellence! Upon returning home, you will throw 

away your Netflix subscription and instantly download your 

copy of C:/NKY>STAYFLY.exe. GET READY 4 #NKYSTAYFLYdotEXE! 

TRT: 65 minutes

Jesse Byerly in attendance!

Poster Art: Joey Versoza 

Flatscreen Art: Jonathan Hancock

Screening 11: Tuesday, April 19, 6:00pm — 9:00pm

Closing Night Reception and Performance

Little Bang Theory: 7:00pm

The Little Bang Theory presents an evening of animated films 

by Ladislaw Starewicz with original music, performed live 

in the beautiful Carnegie theater. The stop motion anima-

tions of Russian animator Ladislaw Starewicz (1882 -1965) 

have to be seen to be believed. Recognized for having made 

the first puppet-animated film and for his use of insects 

and other animals as protagonists of his films, Starewicz 

wrote or adapted the stories; designed and built the puppets, 

sets and costumes; articulated every movement, and shot each 

film frame-by-frame. Little Bang Theory, the brainchild of 

Detroit composer/sonic artist Frank Pahl, performs entire-

ly on children’s instruments and toys. The three members 

(Pahl, Terri Sarris & Doug Shimmin) sit around a game table 

covered with brightly colored hand bells, crank-operated 

music boxes, toy pianos, xylophones and more. TRT: 70 minutes

Poster Art: Richard Groot

Flatscreen Art: Troy Gallagher

Screening 07: Thursday, April 7, 7:30pm

Black, Black, Beautiful Black

Curated by: April Martin and Paul Hill

Showing the work of: Tayrn Crenshaw, Britt Hart, Reinaldo 

Green, Scott Huegerich, Dr. Clifton Watson, Chris Bournea, 

Enrique Montalvo

The full humanity of blackness in moving image form.  

TRT: 90 minutes

April Martin and Paul Hill in attendance!

Poster Art: Antonio Wooten Jr.

Flatscreen Art: Sariya Babnova

Screening 10: Thursday, April 14, 7:30pm

Home Theater Systems

Curated by: Latham Zearfoss

Showing the work of: Claire Arctander, Mary Helena Clark, 

Rami George, Dylan Mira, Latham Zearfoss

Home Theater Systems is a decade-spanning, forward-think-

ing collection of experimental movies made independently 

and collaboratively. Each piece playfully, critically ex-

plores the contours of kinship as both a social contract 

and a narrative device. Family, whether chosen or inher-

ited, could be said to be a fairly programmatic series of 

relations unfurling over time. True to form, the works fea-

tured here are from a small network of collaborators. Like 

archetypes of family, the works in the program are largely 

exercises in genre with formal investments in documenta-

ry, music video, melodrama, magical realism and mystery. 

The works take critical cues from feminist and queer strug-

gles, framing family and domesticity as volatile sites of 

transgression and trauma, policing and perversion. TRT: 90 

minutes with intermission

Latham Zearfoss in attendance!

Poster Art: Amy Scarpello

Poster Artists

Justin Lunsford, Jonathan Medina, Jessica Yurasek, Mark 

Harris, Antonio Wooten, Jr., Peter Van Hyning, Joey Verso-

za, Amy Scarpello, Richard Groot

Installation Work

Alice Pixley Young, Paul Karalambo and Francis Hollenkamp, 

Intermedio (Eric Blyth, Sam Ferris-Morris, Justin West), 

Austin Radcliffe

The Mini Microcinema is excited to present installation 

work at the Carnegie for the duration of the show. Alice 

Pixley Young’s work addresses the idea of systems, cycles 

and the change of light within the season. Through a small 

cityscape “set” and a projected video of flocking birds, 

she explores the way memory effects the construction of 

both our psychic and physical environments. Francis Hollen-

kamp and Paul Karalambo bring us an installation delving 

into the impact of the Western film genre as it entered the 

American home. The work is an exploration of scale, edu-

cation in violence, and cultural generalization expressed 

in the shifting illuminance of the television screen over 

a field of mass produced toys. Intermedio (Eric Blyth, 

Sam Ferris-Morris, Justin West) presents a piece that ex-

plores the mechanistic nature of the film projector by 

deconstructing and recombining it’s parts, exploring its 

features and exploiting its faults. Finally, Austin Rad-

cliffe, the creator of the award-winning blog and recently 

released book “Things Organized Neatly,” presents a metic-

ulously arranged set of objects gleaned from C. Jacqueline 

Wood’s collection of camera equipment. 

All work on view before/after each screening and during 

gallery hours.

Flatscreen Art

Pique presents: “Curaboration” 

Curated by: Lindsey Whittle and Annie Brown 

The Mini has teamed up with Lindsey Whittle and Annie 

Brown, curators from Pique, to present a collection of 

moving image flatscreen art. Pique is an open ended art 

experiment. Some may think it is a gallery, but it is so 

much more. Pique is constantly on the lookout for oppor-

tunities to curate and collaborate (curaborate if you 

will) with other artists and art institutions. The art-

ists represented in this collection of work (rotating 

weekly) have either shown or will show in Pique’s inaugu-

ral year. Pique, located in Covington, strives to create 

opportunities, connections, and funding for artists and 

the community. They challenge themselves to blow your 

mind through thought-provoking exhibitions, workshops, lec-

tures, classes, and events throughout the year. Visit www.

piquewebsite.com for more information.

Joseph and Ryan Morris, Bert Marckwardt, Anna Christine 

Sands, Steve Kemple, Sariya Babanova, Jonathan Hancock, 

Troy Gallagher

Screening 04: Thursday, March 24, 7:30pm

Bella Vista (2014)

Vera Brunner-Sung

Preceded by: the short film First Rodeo

Vera Brunner-Sung’s first feature follows the experiences 

of outsiders in Missoula, Montana. American English lan-

guage instructor Doris imparts lessons of assimilation to 

her international students in the classroom. But in her 

off-hours she is adrift, treading a fine line between sol-

itude and loneliness. As her students find friendship and 

community, Doris discovers her own true identity in the se-

crets of the vast Western landscape. Stars Cincinnati’s own 

Kathleen Wise as Doris. TRT: 86 minutes

Vera Brunner-Sung in attendance!

Poster Art: Jessica Yurasek

Flatscreen Art: Anna Christine Sands

The Mini Microcinema @ The Carnegie

Sponsored by: John and Francie Williams

Additional Sponsors

Season Sponsor: Robin & Mu Sinclaire

Opening Night Sponsor: Kathy Hamm,  

Principled Wealth Advisors

Gallery Talk Sponsor: Frank Caliguri

Artist Sponsors: Sterling Colvin; Chris Henry & Ken Smith; 

Dr. Stephen & Penny Pomeranz and Family; Moe & Jack Rouse; 

Litsa Spanos, Art Design Consultants

Youth Gallery Presenting Partner: Summerfair Cincinnati

Food Provided In-Kind By: Jeff Thomas Catering

The Carnegie receives ongoing support from:


